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Abstract—Consider developing safety critical systems is a very complex problem yet. Consider safety aspects in requirements
engineering can be an interesting solution. The aim of this paper is to present a methodology of requirements elicitation to development
of security computer systems based in aspect-oriented technique. Is show the concepts of requirements engineering, security,
requirements domain and aspects and also is shown some examples on how to use this methodology.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Critical systems are these whose failure or malfunction
may result in high economic losses, damage to the
environment or loss of human life [SOM 07]. Systems
building by people, to be used by people, manage-
ment by people with people informations and with high
complexity, naturally represent a critical system. In the
”primitive” Software Engineering, early for over thirty
years, it was not common to deal with critical systems
in developing computer systems. A simple way to check
this is by reviewing the content of the basic texts of
Software Engineering and Systems Engineering. In the
last two decades, however, increasingly has considered
the issue of critical systems more deeply in professional
journals and inclusion in textbooks chapters dealing
with critical systems, safety engineering, reliability engi-
neering, engineering protection, socio-technical systems,
risk and cyber risk, risk management, security and
auditing, security policy, security engineering software,
etc.[ALL 08], [SOM 11], [DEL 11].

With the arrival of the Internet and the rapid growth of
information technology, computer systems have become
critical systems, mainly because they contain sensitive
information from people (personal information form,
databases, emails, passwords, etc.). In this context, the
concept of security, first was implemented in the main-
tenance process when the system was already operating.
After, has to be considered in the intermediate stages of
the development process (design and coding) [BAN 06].
Today, it is imperative to consider this in the early stages
of development (analysis and design). For this, the clas-
sical methodologies and recent development must adapt
and consider the concept of criticality of new computer
systems. The purpose of this paper is to contribute with
some methodological concepts in the implementation of
security properties in the early stages of the process for
developing computer systems.

The layout of the paper is as follows: Section 2
presents the related literature concerning Requirements
Engineering in Security Engineering. Section 3, presents
an overview of the Requirements Domain and Aspects.
In Section 4 a proposed methodology of requirements
elicitation. Section 5 presents examples of aspects and
requirements domains together a case study on an aca-
demic ERP, and finally the conclusion in Section 6.

2 REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING IN SECU-
RITY ENGINEERING

Nowadays, plan, construct, organize, operate and use
the computer systems without the safety concept in mind
is very high risk, and the implementation of security
should be considered a fact, not to be discussed but to be
necessarily implemented. Incorporate security into every
stage of System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) should
be imperative.

Whereas many vulnerabilities of the system may
have its origin in the processes and practices used in
its creation, software and computer systems engineers,
should consider safety practices in the early stages of
development: analysis and design, [GOE 06], [BAN 06],
[MEA 05], [SOL 13]. This study corresponds to the Re-
quirements Engineering and Security Engineering.

2.1 Requirements Enginnering

To better understand the concept of Requirements En-
gineering, we need to know two previous definitions:
requirement and stakeholder. A requirement is ”a con-
dition or capability that must be met or possessed by a
system, product, service, result, or component to satisfy a
contract, standard, specification, or other formally imposed
document. Requirements include the quantified and docu-
mented needs, wants, and expectations of the sponsor, cus-
tomer, and other stakeholders” [ISO 10]. For example, are
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requirements: database centralized, wireless transmis-
sion, security, cloud store, etc.

A stakeholder is a person, group of persons or an orga-
nization that has an influence (positive or negative), directly
or indirectly, on the requirements of a system. For example,
end users, business managers, network administrator, IT
department, financial department, etc.

Requirements Engineering is a systematic and disci-
plined approach to the specification and management of system
requirements with the following goals: a) knowing the relevant
requirements, achieving a consensus among the stakeholders
about these requirements, documenting them according to
given standards, and managing them systematically. b) under-
standing and documenting the stakeholders’ desires and needs,
they specifying and managing requirements to minimize the
risk of delivering a system that does not meet the stakeholders’
desires and needs [POH 11].

2.2 Security Engineering
Security is a term used for many things (govern-
ment, people, buildings, computers, etc.) that some-
times involves multidisciplinary skill since encryption
algorithms and hardware devices to the knowledge of
other areas (economics, applied and organizational psy-
chology, laws), so that according to [JAC 11], its use
has turned it into something ambiguous. For example,
[WHI 12], define safety as the quality or state of being secure
- to be free from danger. In other words, protection against
adversaries. Terms such as computer security, informa-
tion security, information systems security, information
assurance, governance of the security, safety engineer-
ing, safety engineering information, etc. are defined in
different ways. Sometimes, the definition depends on the
some acceptable attributes (processing power, usability,
operational reliability), other than a kind of perspective
(concept, function areas). In this sense, we do not intend
to unify definitions, however, use one that serves to
Requirements Engineering.

Considering [PFL 07], [ALL 08] and [JAC 11], we de-
fine computer security as the study and goal of three
fundamental aspects of any computer system: confiden-
tiality, integrity and availability. A secure system is one
that meets the requirements of confidentiality, integrity
and availability. The following three concepts define
the information system security. The first three concepts
are used to the security standard definition of systems,
for security of information systems and computational
services.
• Confidentiality: property of the system (information

or software) is protected, not available or disclosed
from unauthorized individuals, entities, processes
or systems.

• Integrity: property or quality of a system to be
accurate, complete, incorrupted and free from unau-
thorized changes during development or execution
process.

• Availability: property of a system to be operational
(usable) and accessible by intended and authorized

users (people, systems or processes) without in-
terference or obstruction, and be accessed in the
required way.

Additionally, it is considered two complementary con-
cepts associated with the security information system
([ABN 06], [WHI 12], [PFL 07], [HAR 10])
• Authenticity: property that determines the truth of

an attribute of a given system or entity. It is as-
surance that an entity (data, message, file, system,
process, etc.) comes from announced sources and
that was not the target of mutations along a process.

• Legality: property through which ensures that an en-
tity is in accordance with the law (rules, standards,
regulations, etc.).

According Anderson [AND 08], Security Engineering is
about building systems to remain dependable in the face
of malice, error, or mischance. As a security engineering
discipline, it focuses on the tools, processes, and methods
needed to design, implement, and test complete systems,
and to adapt existing systems as their environment
evolves.

The major practical problem of Security Engineering
for computer systems there is still a clear and well-
defined methodology on what to implement, how to
implement and when to implement through a complete
development process (planning, analysis, design, imple-
mentation, maintenance). Due to the complexity and size
of the security industry today, explains [SHO 08], the
solutions (products and services) are always reactive and
not proactive nature. However, changes are happening
and in this sense that this proposal seeks to consider
the security problem in the analysis process of secure
systems development.

3 REQUIREMENTS DOMAIN AND ASPECTS

In the literature we found that several definitions have
been developed to understand the term aspect, from the
earliest definitions related to aspect-oriented program-
ming, until the latest related requirements analysis. In
[BAN 06], a aspect in requirements is defined as a concern
that crosscuts requirements artifacts; an aspect in architecture
is a concern that crosscuts architectural artifacts..

Trying to clarify the different meanings with a focus
on Requirements Engineering, Kaindl [KAI 08] defines
the term aspect as a means to deal with crosscutting con-
cerns, and not as a synonym of ”crosscutting concern”. Very
important here, is the observation that a crosscutting
concern identified in a requirements representation is not
necessarily a crosscutting concern inside the software,
i.e., in design and implementation.

3.1 Requeriments domain
To follow the reasoning of Kaindl [KAI 08], in [CAS 13]
is defined a requirements domain as a system or set of
requirements D that can be decomposed (partitioned)
into components Di, so that:
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• D = ∪n
i=1Di (union of components)

• Di ∩Dj = ∅ if i �= j (disjunct components)
Presenting this definition as a mathematical formalism
(structure of system or set) is important for the following
reasons:
• Completeness and interdependence. The domain as the

union of components denote the type of interdepen-
dency between components (system): the absence of
any component of the system turn unfeasible the
existence of such system being built.

• Completeness and well-definedness. Presents a formal
framework well defined (set): all elements defined,
well-defined common property or absence of ambi-
guity.

• Uniqueness. Each requirement formally belong to a
single component: avoids duplication of require-
ments in the same domain

As an example of domain requirements we can consider
the set of all requirements of any computer system that
can be partitioned into the following components: hard-
ware requirements, software requirements, database re-
quirements, documentation requirements, requirements
of people, and methodologies requirements.

Requirements domains can be constructed in many
ways, for example, from viewpoints [RAS 02], using
functional decomposition [YU 04], using tools such as
Theme [BAN 04], etc.

3.2 Aspects
To building our methodology to requeriments elicitation
applied to computational security, we define a aspect as
a requirements set that cuts (crosses, is part of, intersects)
all components of a requirements domain (as illustrated in
the Fig.1(a)), i.e. the intersection of the aspect with each
of the components of the domain is not empty. The
requirements in the elicitation process are grouped into
domains that are partitioned into components. In gen-
eral, from a domain of n components: C1, C2, C3, ..., Cn

we can establish an aspect as being subsets not empty
of each subcomponent Ci. The Fig.1 b), illustrates the
concept of aspect of a way more realistic because each
component represent sets of requirements of different
natures and sizes, and therefore, the aspects on each
component represent different subsets of requeriments

4 THE METHODOLOGY FOR ELICITATION OF
REQUIREMENTS

A critical problem in the early stages of the development
of secure systems is how to perform each step of a
particular methodology for requirements elicitation that
include different security properties.

The definition of requirements domain associated with
an aspect brings an implicit methodology as part of
the process of requirements elicitation considering only
one property or characteristic of the system. This is
a security property. This metodology is AORE-type

a)

b)

Fig. 1. The concept of aspect and domain

(Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering) [CAS 13].
The methodology (see Fig.2), as a process, includes:

1) determine a transversal aspect (security property),
2) determine a requirements domain (and their com-

ponents),
3) execute the elicitation of requirements for only

the transversal aspect to each component of the
domain

4) elicitation of requirements
5) update the requirements library (definition and

specification using a requirements management
tool)

Fig. 2. The AORE-methodolgy

We emphasize here that the transverse aspect of interest
is any property, any feature, or item object representing
computer security. A property could be integrity or
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confidentiality, a feature could be a firewall, a object
could be a security camera.

To illustrate the use of the methodology explained, we
consider two examples: a standard system computer and
a Finacial ERP system. The first (Fig.3 b) ), standard com-
puter system, consider a requirements domain composed
by six core components of the system: hardware (servers,
network, terminals), software (operational system, fire-
wall, antivirus), people (access with password, training,
ergonometric devices), database (backup, integrity, re-
dundancy control), documents (printed and digital, iden-
tification by author) and procedures or methodologies
(hierarchy of users, object-oriented development). As
second step, is determine a transversal aspect as a set
of requirements on security system of each component,
i.e. security requirements on hardware, security require-
ments on software, security requirements on documents,
etc. In the third step, are executing the elicitation of
requirements in the aspect defined in the previous step
and classification of security requirements. In the Finan-

a)

b)

Fig. 3. Examples of requirements domain with a transver-
sal aspect

cial module of a Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP),
requirements domain is formed by the set of require-
ments on treasury, accounts payable, accounts receivable,
financial management, financial investments, financial
funding, advancement control and access permission
(see Fig.3 b)).

In the second example, the Financial subsystem in
an Enterprise Resource Planning, were identified eight

components to form the requirements domain. To the
aspect transversal of security it was selected the confi-
dentiality property. The next step (requirements elicita-
tion) was executed was performed by determining all
requirements related with the confidentiality property
for each component.
• Treasury

– Access to the system and applications through
specific login and password

– Reports are not available to other departments
• Payable accounts

– Reports are printed without vendor names, ven-
dor code only

– Payment dates are not available to other depart-
ments

• Accounts receivable
– Reports available only to the finance depart-

ment
– Amounts available only in printed reports
– Customer list available only by client code (no

names)
• Financial Management

– Confidential management and control of bud-
gets

• Access Permission
– Visible list of users accessing the module
– Registration users only for Financial Manage-

ment

5 APPLYING THE METHODOLOGY: ASPECTS
AND REQUIREMENTS DOMAINS

The following are some examples of aspects and re-
quirements domains that may be used to implement
engineering requirements considering a safety aspect as
the crosscutting concerns in the process of elicitation and
analysis requirements.

5.1 Examples of transversal aspects
We can start any secure system design considering
as examples of cross-cutting concerns the following:
security, confidentiality, integrity, availability, account-
ability, dependability, reliability, privacy, risk, identifica-
tion, authentication, authorization, accountability, non-
repudiation, cryptography, control, etc..

5.2 Examples of requirements domains with their
components
• System basic components: hardware, software, people,

database, methodologies or procedures
• Common Body of Knowledge (CBK): Access control,

application and systems development security ,
business continuity planning and disaster recovery
planning, cryptography, information security and
risk management, legal, regulations, compliance
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and investigations, operational security, physical
security, security architecture and models, telecom-
munications and network security [JAC 11].

• Applications: operational system, management sys-
tem, internet, database,office automation software,
etc.

• Subsystems: network, database, business manage-
ment system, financial management, etc.

• Information systems: physical security, communica-
tions security, emission security, computer security,
network security, information security, people secu-
rity.

• Information systems: physical security, network secu-
rity, server security, application security, data secu-
rity, system reliability.

• ISO 27002: policies, organization, assets, human re-
sources, environment, communications and opera-
tions management, access control, acquisition, de-
velopment and maintenance, incident management,
business continuity, flexibility, etc.

• Processes of information and communication technology:
activities, processes, domains

• Resources of information and communication technology:
applications, information, infraestructure, people

5.3 Case Study: An Academic ERP

In [MOR 13] was presented a case study based on
[CAS 13] about the application of the methodology to
security requirements elicitation to develop an Academic
Enterprise Resource Planing (AERP) system using do-
mains and some security properties as aspects. Was
chosen as aspect the confidentiality property. The full
system have four domains (see Fig. 4): Academic Man-
agement, Technological Management, Enterprise Man-
agement, and Strategic Management. Each domain can
be decomposed into subdomains in a top-down way.

Fig. 4. Academic ERP domain

The Academic Management domain have four subdo-
mains: Undergraduate, Graduate, EAD and Library, as
show in Fig. 5.

Finally, the Undergraduate domain is decomposed
into five atomic components: Student, Teacher, Admin-
istrative Staff, Student Assistance and Academic Record
(see Fig. 6). At this point we can now apply the AORE

Fig. 5. Academic Management domain

methodology for requirements elicitation with the prop-
erty of confidentiality as a cross-cutting issue. In a first
step was considered approximately ten requirements on
confidentiality for each component.

Fig. 6. Undergraduate domain

The requirements library, modelling and documenta-
tion of Academic ERP was made with Visual Paradigm
(Requiremet Grid, class diagram and report).

6 CONCLUSION

Here was presented an overview of a methodology
for requirements elicitation and classification within the
unified process of Requirements Engineering and Secu-
rity of computer systems, emphasizing the concepts of
requirements domains and aspects. This work is part of a
research project being developed at UENF together with
a tool to requirements management (FGR)[GUA 14], and
a library of standard requirements for development of
secure systems.
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